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Research Note: This report details the specific findings of our 10-month study examining how the 
documentary Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path and accompanying curriculum (Autism Is) was used in 
elementary and middle school classrooms around San Diego County. While documented positive 
outcomes arose from the study, the research cannot claim direct causal links to any particular features 
of the study.  
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Executive Summary 
Significance 
In California, 12% of all children receiving services have an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 
diagnosis. ASD is a disability with signature deficits in language, communication, and social 
reciprocity. For children with autism, social skills may be difficult to develop yet they are important 
for children to succeed in school. Children who are socio-emotionally healthy have stronger 
interpersonal relationships and do better academically (Bond et. al., 2007). Schools are important 
contexts for supporting healthy social-emotional development, yet state and local pressures to address 
content standards often drive teachers to focus on academic skills at the cost of attending to social 
emotional matters.  This report analyzes the findings from a year-long study examining student and 
teacher participation in a social emotional curriculum, Autism Is, anchored by a documentary called 
Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path.  
 
Study Objectives 
In order to understand the effects of this curriculum, we used an iterative research and development 
approach to: (1) understand the impacts of inclusion for children with ASD and for typically 
developing children; (2)  use the Autism Is curriculum to support the inclusion of children with ASD 
in general education classrooms; and (3) adapt, refine and measure student impact of the Autism Is 
curriculum in preparation for future implementation. 
 
We developed structured and semi-structured activities during within a workshop model that exposed 
teacher participants to new ways of thinking about inclusive practices, autism, and social emotional 
learning. In the workshops we also worked with teachers to develop detailed and student centered 
lesson plans that supported the documentary film and also met content standards. Teacher surveys 
were collected at the end of the workshops. To measure student impact we used Social Network 
Surveys at three different time points over the academic year and student focus group interviews 
throughout the year. The findings in this report describe the findings related to the social network 
analyses, the student focus group interviews, and the teacher workshops.  
 
Key findings 
From the Social Network Analyses we learned that: 

• Students reported the largest gains in friendship and recess ties from Time 1 to Time 2.  
• Students reported having better quality friendships from Time 2 to Time 3. 

From the Student Focus Group Interviews we learned that: 
• Students had comprehensive definitions of friendship, the evolution of friendship ties, and how 

to be a good friend. 
• Students had strong emotional connections to the film Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path; they 

identified key scenes that supported their understandings of concepts such as fear, overcoming 
challenges, and making new friends.  

• Students made astute and mature reflections about how these lessons and a socio-emotional 
curriculum in general, is necessary for students to thrive in school. 

From the Workshop/Teacher Surveys we learned that: 
• Teacher participants reported more confidence and competence in their understandings of 

concepts such as inclusive practices and social emotional development.  
• Teachers described feeling much more willing to start difficult conversations with students to 

support their mental health. 
• Teachers were positively affected by the study design including the workshops, the social 

network analyses, and the focus on inclusive practices. 

Patrick Scott
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Autism Is Report of Findings 

Significance 
In California, 84,665 students have been identified with autism spectrum disorder (ASD); about 
12% of all students receiving services for children with disabilities in California (Legislative 
Analyst’s Office, 2015). Under IDEA, children with ASD are expected to be educated among their 
non-disabled peers, in mainstream settings as much as possible. 
  
Since 2000, students with disabilities have spent increasingly more time included in general 
education settings. In 2013, almost 60% of students with ASD were educated in mainstream 
settings (National Center for Education Statistics, 2015). The increasing prevalence of ASD in 
schools and classrooms supports a need for broader awareness and understanding of the strengths, 
attributes, and needs of children with ASD. According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, students with ASD exhibit significant challenges in social interactions and in 
social communication (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), yet children with ASD also 
exhibit certain strengths and attributes that can support their learning and development. 

Focus on Social-Emotional Development 
During early adolescence physical, cognitive, and social changes shape adolescents’ identity 
development. Children are separating from their caregivers and learning to form their own 
identities. Social pressures like peer acceptance into social groups and strong friendships are 
important for adolescents to develop their identity. In addition, critical cognitive structures are 
developing within the adolescent brain. For example, adolescents are just learning to develop 
empathy and take on others’ perspectives (Van der Graaf, et al., 2014). Teachers and classrooms 
that commit to supporting adolescents in their development of these social skills, particularly at this 
crucial developmental period could make significant impacts on children’s long---term outcomes, 
and on our society as a whole. This study provided classrooms and teachers with a curriculum 
focused on building crucial social skills in a creative and sensitive manner that could support the 
development of adolescents’ socio-emotional skills. The potential for broader social impacts also 
exist. This study generated new knowledge to transform traditional deficit perspectives historically 
used to view and educate children with disabilities into strength---based ideologies that support the 
assets, strengths and unique characteristics of children with different learning needs and abilities. 

Overview of Goals 
The goal of this study was to understand the social and emotional impacts of inclusion on diverse 
children, including typically developing students, and students with different labeled disabilities such 
as autism spectrum disorders (ASD). A secondary goal of this study was to examine how to 
strengthen the Autism Is curriculum that corresponds to the documentary, Bass Clef Bliss: 
Terrence’s Path. The ultimate goal was to contribute to the lack of knowledge in this field and to 
provide findings that can be used to support the development of social-emotional curricula in upper 
elementary school.  
 
We used a continual research and development cycle to address the following objectives: 
 

1. To understand the impacts of inclusion for children with ASD and for typically 
developing children;  
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2. To use the Autism Is curriculum to support the inclusion of children with ASD in 
general education classrooms; 

3. To adapt, refine and measure student impact of the Autism Is curriculum in 
preparation for future implementation. 

Methodology  
In our formative evaluation we conducted a series of workshops over one school year with 
nine teachers who have experience in curriculum development for upper elementary and 
middle school content standards. The first focus group interview occurred before the 
school year began. The purpose of this interview was to screen the documentary: “Bass 
Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path,” and to engage in a planning session, to become familiar with 
the structure of the Autism Is curriculum and gather ideas to begin planning innovative, 
engaging lessons and activities around the themes and content that are covered in the 
documentary: “Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path.” 
  
From this focus group interview, teachers co-developed developed a set of detailed, student-centered 
plans that were then tested in their classrooms. During lesson implementation, teachers made note of 
how the lessons were received by the students and at the next teacher workshop, we discussed the 
strengths and challenges of the lessons and how they should be improved. During these workshops 
the activities received further revisions based on this continual feedback produced from the field tests 
in the classroom. 
 
Periodically during lesson implementation, researchers observed teachers implementing a lesson and 
collected data to assess student and teacher engagement. The formative evaluation consisted of field 
notes, student focus group interviews, and student surveys to assess the acceptability and satisfaction 
of the curriculum by key stakeholders.  
  
To measure student impact, researchers designed a pre-post study using Social Network Analysis to 
understand the key social emotional concepts that are targeted by Autism Is. Researchers collected 
comprehensive data on students’ social networks (e.g., supportive and unsupportive relationships) 
using interviews and paper and pencil surveys in each class before curriculum implementation, and 
after curriculum implementation to determine any relevant associations that might be attributable to 
the implementation of Autism Is. 
 
This report provides detailed findings from the teachers and students who participated in the study. 
Teachers attended four workshops and developed the lessons and activities to correspond with the film, 
Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path. Students completed the Social Network Surveys and focus group 
interviews describing their experiences viewing the film and participating in the lessons associated 
with the film. Table 1 describes the student characteristics of the sample. There were 316 students in 
11 classrooms. Of those 316 students, 265 completed the Social Network Survey. More detailed 
demographic characteristics are depicted in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Student Demographic Characteristics 

 
 
 
School and Teacher Characteristics. The teacher participants came from three different districts (4 
different public and/or charter schools) across San Diego County. In order to provide maximal 
variation for the study, we varied the contexts in which the study took place. Students requiring free 
and reduced lunch ranged from 18% of the students to 99% of the students across all 4 schools. 
Classrooms included grades 4 through 8 in single subject classrooms, classrooms with block 
scheduling, and multiple subject self-contained classrooms. Teachers ranged in their levels of teaching 
experience (3 to 17 years) and in their credential certification. Seven teachers reported having a 
multiple subject credential, one teacher reported holding a single subject credential, and one teacher 
reported holding a Bilingual Authorization Credential. Teachers’ race and ethnicity was reflective of 
our state racial and ethnic variability. Three teachers reported identifying as White, three teachers 
reported identifying as Asian, one teacher reported identifying as Black or African American, and two 
teachers reported identifying as Hispanic.  

Study Findings 

Social Network Analysis Findings 
Social network analysis (SNA) was used to explore the social networks of all students across the 
eleven participating classrooms. In particular, social network surveys were administered to all students 
three times: at the beginning, middle and end of school year. Longitudinal social network data 
collection is important in understanding the evolution of social relationships among students.  
The survey asked students four relational questions:  

1. Who are your friends in this classroom? 
2. Who do you play with during recess? 
3. If your teacher is not around, who do you turn to for help on school work? 
4. If you are having a bad day, who do you talk to? 
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A class roster with students’ names was given to each student. Students were asked to check the names 
of as many classmates as they wanted for each question.    
 
SNA is primarily concerned with ‘network structure and position of an actor within a network’ 
(Borgatti, et al., 2013, p.11). A social network can be described as ‘a way of thinking about social 
systems that focus on the relationships among the entities (actors or nodes) that make up the system’ 
(Borgatti, et al., 2013, p.1). It consists of actors or nodes (e.g., students) and ties or links that connect 
the actors/nodes (e.g., being friends, playing together, working together, asking for help). The unit of 
analysis is the classroom which represents the boundary of the network studied.  
 
In an effort to capture the detailed results from the SNA, the findings below describe one of the 
classrooms. Then we present the cumulative results from all eleven classrooms across the three data 
collection points.  
 
Classroom 1 is a Grade 4 classroom with 32 students; 14 girls and 18 boys. Three students were 
identified as having a disability. As shown in the figure below, on network maps, girls are shown in 
purple whereas boys are shown in light blue. Triangular shapes depict the students with disabilities. 
The node size is based on in-degree centrality, meaning the more incoming nominations a student 
received the bigger their node size would be on the visual map.  
 

Figure 1. Key to network maps 

 
The following figures show the visual network maps for each of the four networks across the three data 
points for Classroom 1. The number in brackets shows the number of students that actually took the 
survey. For example, in figure 2, 26 out of 32 students completed the survey, a response rate of 81.3%.    
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Figure 2. Friendship Network Data Point 1 by Gender and Disability (26 students) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Friendship Network Data Point 2 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 
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Figure 4. Friendship Network Data Point 3 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 
 

From these depictions, the densest friendship network is the one at data point 2. Students 21 and 26 left 
the classroom after data point 1 and that is why they are completely disconnected from networks 2 and 
3.  
 

Table 1. Friendship Ties Across Data Points 
 

Friendship Network Data Point 1  Data Point 2  Data Point 3 

Students Completed Survey (N)  26 25 25 

Very Good Friend 196 221 236 

Good Friend 104 201 150 

Sort of a Friend 37 75 61 

Total  337 497 447 
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Figure 5. Total Number of Friendship Ties Across Data Points 

 
Table 1 and figure 5, showed that the biggest gains in terms of friendship ties occurred between data 
points 1 and 2. As probably expected, in data point 3 we can see a slight drop that may be due to a 
variety of reasons. It seems that more friendship ties were made between the baseline point (data point 
1) and the middle data collection point (data point 2). What is worth noting is that the number of ‘very 
good friends’ kept increasing in data point 3. It seems that the intervention may have contributed 
towards enhancing the quality or strength of friendship ties rather than the quantity of them in the 3rd 
data point.  
 
The following networks for Classroom 1 are further described below. Figures 6-8 describe the Recess 
network across all three time points.  

Figure 6. Recess Network Data Point 1 by Gender and Disability (26 students) 
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Figure 7. Recess Network Data Point 2 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 

 
 

Figure 8. Recess Network Data Point 3 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 
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Table 2. Recess Ties Across Data Points 

Recess Network Data Point 1 Data Point 2 Data Point 3 

Students Completed Survey (N)  26 25 25 

Every Day 70 118 269 

Once/Twice a Week 110 151 101 

Once/Twice a Month 60 94 40 

Total  240 363 410 

 

Figure 9. Total Number of Recess Ties Across Data Points 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recess ties kept increasing across all three data points, as shown in figure 9. As friendship ties, a 
similar trend is observed here in that ‘every day’ ties accounted for that increase, which again may 
show that the implemented lessons/intervention may have enhanced the frequency of interaction in the 
case of recess ties.  
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Figures 10 & 11. Help Network Data Point 1 & 2 by Gender and Disability (26 students) 
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Figure 12. Help Network Data Point 3 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 
 

 
 
 

Figure 13. Talk Network Data Point 1 by Gender and Disability (26 students) 
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Figure 14. Talk Network Data Point 2 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 

 

 

Figure 15. Talk Network Data Point 3 by Gender and Disability (25 students) 
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Table 3. Classroom 1 Total Ties Across All Networks and Data Points 

 Data Point 1 Data Point 2 Data Point 3 

Students Completed Survey (N)  26 25 25 

Help Network Ties 152 218 221 

Talk Network Ties 126 211 219 

Combined Friendship Ties 337 497 447 

Combined Recess Ties 240 363 410 

 
Table 3 describes the gains across all four networks described in the study. As shown above, in this 
classroom students made gains across all three time points within the Help network, the Talk Network, 
and the Recess network. For the Friendship network, students made significant gains between Time 1 
and Time 2. There was a slight drop in the Friendship ties from Time 2 to Time 3. Although the 
number of friendship ties dropped, the quality of the friendships increased from Time 2 to Time 3.  

Table 4. Total Ties Across All Classrooms and Data Points 
 Point 1 Ties Point 2 Ties Point 3 Ties 

Combined Friendship Ties 2470 3476 3500 

Combined Recess Ties 1560 2154 2371 

Help Network Ties 1253 1552 1609 

Talk Network Ties 957 1187 1234 
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Figure 16. Total Ties Across All Classrooms and Time Points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social Network Analysis: Conclusions 
Table 4 and Figure 16 show the total number of ties across all 11 classrooms over the three time points. 
Overall, friendship and recess ties had the biggest numbers across all data points followed by help and 
talk ties. In terms of gains between time points 1, 2 and 3, the largest gains occurred between data 
points 1 and 2 and these gains occurred across all four networks. Gains between data points 2 and 3 
were small but it is encouraging that the big increases in data point 2 were maintained and even 
increased slightly in data point 3. We cannot claim that all of gains occurred exclusively because of 
lesson implementation, but it is possible that some gains can be associated with lesson implementation.  

Child Focus Group Interviews Findings 
To support the Social Network Analysis Findings, we conducted 14 focus group interviews with 
students in the target classrooms. Many of the focus group interviews occurred after the teacher 
implemented one of the Autism Is lessons. The number of students ranged from 2 to 6 students in each 
focus group. The purpose of these interviews was two-fold. First we were interested in learning more 
about students’ reactions to the lessons that were inspired by the documentary. Second, we wanted to 
see if the findings from the social network surveys supported students’ perspectives about friendships.  
 
We utilized an inductive approach based on principles of grounded theory (Miles, Huberman, & 
Saldana, 2014) to capture the themes that arose from the student interviews. We defined themes in an 
initial coding session, based on having reviewed 50% of the interview transcripts. We categorized 
examples from the rest of the transcripts into general themes to illustrate the concepts that were 
represented across the interviews. This process required a coding process in which we iteratively 
adapted coding definitions, and added sub-codes to each of the general codes. When we made major 
changes to code and sub-code definitions, we then went back and recoded the initial transcripts to 
make sure that all the transcripts had been coded with the most up-to-date coding definitions.  
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All of the transcripts were coded using Dedoose, a mixed methods data analysis software that supports 
the development of code definitions and the attainment of reliability and validity across coders.  
Descriptive analyses of frequency of individual codes and code definitions are presented below. 
 
The four most prevalent themes that pervaded the student focus group interviews included (1) 
Characteristics of a Friend; (2) Personal Friend Scenarios; (3) Evolution of Friendship Ties; and (4) 
Bullying.  

Table 5. Most Prevalent Codes 
 

 
 
For the most prevalent code, Characteristics of a Friend, students described characteristics that a friend 
embodies (e.g., support, loyalty, trust). In this code, students identified differences between a best 
friend, a good friend, and an acquaintance. They also described the activities that they do with friends, 
and the purpose of a friend. For example, some students described what it means to be a friend:  
 
I really think a friend means-- it's a really good friend. Like Eric was saying, you need them in your 
life so you can actually talk to them. And it's a new person from a different background that you can 
understand their life, and they can express their feelings to you if you two really trust each other. And 
friends, they don't always last because as you get older, things would probably change. But as you still 
have your friends, I think you should have one. And a true friend is what I was saying, trustworthy. 
You both can be cool with each other. You both can hang out, do anything. Or even if it's not meaning 
hang out, it doesn't even have to be a best friend. It can be a friend…  
 
I guess that's because people come to you for a reason. They have a purpose in life. That is to change 
your perspective of life and support you and go through life with you. Those are the real friends. 
Although people just want to ruin your life because-- you know why? Because they lack social and 
emotional needs. They have a misunderstanding. That's why you need to leave a big step on your life 
and teach them about the actual [life]. That's what I think friends are for. That's why they're really 
important. 
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For the next most prevalent code, students described personal scenarios in which they gained or lost 
friends, and how they generally interacted with friends. For example one student explained a personal 
scenario with her friend, Diane:  
 
So yesterday, me and Diane got really mad at each other. But still, we were really good friends still 
after that. And then like an hour later, I was like, "I'm sorry." And she was like, "I'm so sorry, too." 
And we forgave each other… But the fake friends are the ones that hold grudges. And I do sometimes 
hold grudges. But it's not like I don't talk to them. I used to do that. But then I realized that's not a 
really good thing. I don't talk to the one girl I was saying before. But she just fills me up with bad 
feelings. 
 
For the next most prevalent code, students described how their friendships evolved over time. Some 
students described how they would change their answers from the Social Network survey if they were 
asked the same questions again. Others described generally how their friendships have changed from 
the beginning to the end of the academic year. For example some students described how they have 
fewer or more friends now than when they were younger:  
 
I had 10 friends. I think that out of those 10 friends, I think I only really kept one of them as my best 
friend, so that was kind of funny because I thought I would be friends with a lot more of them in pre-
school. But as I get older, I think I decreased in friends. And I think having less friends is better than 
more friends. 
 
With me, when I was younger, I don't know. Everyone just sort of had one best friend. So for a lot of 
the time until 4th grade was the first time that-- before that, I always just had one best friend that I 
spent all of my time with. We were always connected at the hip. But now, I have a big group of friends 
that I sit with at lunch every day and stuff like that. 
 
Other student described how they have changed and thus allowed themselves to be connected to more 
people now: 
 
I think I have more friends because I used to be kind of socially awkward, and I used to really dislike 
everyone. And I didn't have the best social skills. And I could still work on my social skills, but they 
definitely improved. 
 
In the last most prevalent code, students described their experiences with bullies and/or provide 
detailed definitions of a bully. In this example, this student was responding to a larger general theme 
within one focus group interview where students discussed a school shooting that recently occurred:  
 
I think we should also stop bullying, as well, because it can make others commit suicide or feel like 
they're not welcome in this world. And what if someone never knew that you were gone? Just what if 
because it's-- and also, school shootings. Instead of being rude to a person, saying, "Oh, you're not 
worthy of being here," we should actually become their friend. And that's how you stop school 
shootings. 
 
Students also had intuitive responses to the film, Bass Clef Bliss, and thoughtful reflections describing 
their experiences and participation in the lessons that supported the film. Table 6 illustrates the 
prevalence of three distinct codes describing these phenomena.  
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Table 6. Codes Pertaining to Bass Clef Bliss and Lessons  
 

 
 
In response to Bass Clef Bliss, students described how they emotionally connected to the film and 
Terrence, specifically: 
 
Sample Reflections from Climbing Stairs Scene. 
I learned that Terrence was scared going up the stairs. I learned that if you're scared of something, 
you need to try to do it. 
 
Well, it looks like that he was afraid of going to the stairs, but then it looks like I'm scared of spiders, 
too. But then, he was learning and learning until he got it and he kept on getting scared, scared, 
scared until I was fearless. And so that's why I was like him. 
 
Sample Reflections from Gym Bag Scene. 
And you could also say about the gym bag incident. Why do you think he thought he would get it 
back?... 
I think he got it-- I think he thought he would get it back, because he trusted everyone quickly and 
didn't really sort of not trust anyone. 
 
I was really surprised when I heard his response. I thought when I heard it I was-- before I heard it, I 
was thinking he might be really, really mad or he might not even think about his gym bag being stolen. 
Then when I heard what he said like, "Thou shall not steal." It kind of like-- this made me really 
surprised that that was his reaction to somebody stealing something of his. 
 
I agree, but I heard someone say that what Curtis said that the Ten Commandments were made by 
God, But then I started to believe that for a second, but then I realized it was signed by a treaty and not 
in the biblical times or whatever it's called. 
 
Sample Reflections from other BCB scenes. 
One thing I noticed from the video is that since he didn't really know how to react to feelings, if he lost 
against the prom king, he would've shaked their hand and say congratulations to them. 
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I forgot his name, the guy who played the trombone and taught him how to play. I like how his mom, 
she didn't try and take it away from him, the trombone thing. But she tried to keep it closer to him, so 
he could learn how loud things can be and how musical thinking can be, and how the world works in 
that sort of way. 
 
Reflections about the Autism Is Lessons 
Students also reflected upon their participation in the lessons accompanying the film. For example, in 
one lesson the teacher used an iceberg as a metaphor for understanding the similarities and differences 
among people. The teacher explained that when we meet someone for the first time we only see the tip 
of the iceberg, only 10% of that person. It is only when we spend time and get to know people will we 
learn about the rest of that person (or the 90% of that person). Student thoughtfully translated this new 
knowledge to their own personal friendships: 
 
We learned yesterday that people show 10% of themselves, right, and leave the 90%. There are two 
types of people that I know leave the 10% behind--... But one person-- I've known this person for two 
years now. And she's the human embodiment of sunshine, literally, since she is the happiest person I 
know. But then recently, I've had this conversation with her and learned that she has depression and 
anxiety. And this hurt my feelings a lot because I never knew that she had that 90% of her. And it looks 
like it was a lot because I never knew. Now, the other type of person is the person who is rebellious 
and makes bad choices. And I know another person that shows the bad 10% of him. The other 90% is 
that he actually [has] social and emotional needs because he doesn't get lots of love from his parents. 
And I think his brother doesn't really like him. And that's why he starts acting up rebellious and stuff. 
 
Another student reflected up on this lesson in a similar way:  
 
So one girl that I know-- the 10% that I saw of her, I thought that she was my friend. But the 90%, it 
turned out that she was talking about me behind my back and saying really, really, really mean things 
about me. And so I don't really want those types of people in my life because I'm not-- even if she tries 
to keep talking bad about me, I'm just going to ignore her. 
 
After another lesson where students were asked to describe their fears and challenges and how they 
might overcome them, students engaged in thoughtful reflection about how they might support their 
peers in this classroom community: 
 
Yeah. So like what you were saying,…is that now that we know that everyone has been through 
something in their life, and they've been through a challenge similar,… If they don't really trust that 
you're going to keep it-- you're not going to tell everyone in the world what happened and why they're 
sad over it, they won't tell you. But if they do, it's really special because you can learn what they've 
been through. We can help address it. We can do whatever it takes to support that person… 
 
Lessons Integrated Into Classroom Curriculum 
Finally, students made astute and mature reflections upon how these lessons in particular, and a socio-
emotional curriculum implemented in the classroom in general, is necessary for students to be mentally 
healthy and active learners.  For example, many students reflected upon the need for these lessons 
given the recent school shooting: 
 
Ellie talked about school shootings. And the bullying these days are the next level of bullying, because 
now we have cyber bullyings as technology can have negative sides to it, because people don't know 
the other 90% of you. They only see like 10%, and they judge you by that 10%. That's why all these 
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random people just send hate to you, give you death threats, just put you down. And that does lead to 
school shootings, depression, anxiety, and other negative stuff. Diane talked about drama. People 
cause drama because they lack social and emotional needs and stuff. Because in school, I told you 
already, they only focus on intellectual needs, but in reality, students are humans too. We need to 
know-- 
 
I have something to add for both of them. First, Zare. Zare said that kids only act nicely when they're 
around adults, but they don't act the same when they're around us. So they're kind of two-faced, and 
stuff. And that's bad because when you're only acting a certain way around adults, that's not nice at 
all. And to Caity. She talked about school shootings. School shootings sometimes happen because 
shooters might have depression. And it feels like they don't care at all anymore because people hate 
them or something and put them down. That's why they choose to do those stuff. And I think it comes 
back to the social and emotional needs because they need to get those burden off their shoulders. So I 
think those are important. 
 
So they're about young people taking their own lives early because they're not expressing themselves. 
That's why I really, really strongly agree to this, and I really think that we should-- I really think in 
every school, it shouldn't just be-- like Miss R had said. And she convinced me really good because I 
think that school shouldn't just be about academics. It should be about what you feel, like social, 
emotional, and how they feel, and their background before you start picking at them and judging 
them…because you don't know their background and you don't know how they feel. And I just feel that 
if everyone had a chance to tell their background-- if it was a good background, it would probably be a 
happy one. But if it's a kind of a sad background, it gets sad. It gets emotional. And I really think 
people should express that because when they don't express it, it stays into them and it kind of haunts 
them and that's what-- especially when people are bullied. Those bullies, they-- I learned that they--
…So what most of the kids do, they just bottle it up like Miss R says and what Eric was saying. I don't 
want to express it because it's very sad. But it's like taking their own lives for the-- well. 
 
Other students discussed the general need for their peers and themselves to express their feelings and 
emotions to support their academic goals, and to connect and have deeper relationships with each other 
and with their teachers: 
 
I think recess is very important because many kids don't really get the time to talk with their friends 
since sometimes they're buried with homework or-- they don't really have the time to express their 
feelings a lot. Because in school, they just-- school sometimes just focus on your intellectual 
needs…and you're still showing emotional needs. That's why I'm going to miss Miss Rs' class because 
she discusses about that a lot. 
And those lead to kids having depression or anxiety because they don't get to have the-- they don't get 
to meet their social and emotional needs. 
 
I think [the lessons are] important to me because some kids don't really talk about their emotions. And 
I think they actually need the time to express their needs and how they're actually feeling inside 
because, really, outside-- in the inside, they're feeling really sad while on the outside they're faking it. 
And that eventually we see depression, and anxiety, and kind of distracted by cutting themselves. And 
it's just not healthy. 
 
Yeah. Teachers need to know what's going on in the actual world where we're living as students and as 
humans too. Because as humans, we have feelings and we have a heart too. We need to talk about 
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certain stuff that will get those burden off of our shoulders and out of our chests because we really 
don't need those times. 

Child Focus Group Analysis: Conclusions 
The most prevalent code was Characteristics of a friend. In this code, students defined friendship by 
describing the activities that they do with friends and the characteristics that a friend embodies. 
Students also identified differences between a best friend, a good friend, and an acquaintance. For the 
codes pertaining to the documentary, students were emotionally impacted by several scenes including 
the “climbing stairs” scene, the “gym bag,” scene, and the “prom king” scene. Students also described 
their reactions to the Autism Is lessons, explaining how they emotionally connected to the lessons and 
how they were able to personalize the messages from the lessons and use them in their daily lives. 
Most notably, students made astute and mature comments about how the lessons should be integrated 
into a classroom curriculum to address issues like bullying and gun violence in schools. 

Workshop Descriptions  
 

 
 
The participating teachers expressed enthusiasm about incorporating the documentary into their lesson 
planning.  In many instances, Bass Clef Bliss served as an “anchor text.”  The teachers found a variety 
of ways to use the film as a whole, as well as targeting specific clips as focal points to refer to as they 
delved into their lessons and activities. The documentary became a common ground experience that 
teachers could revisit through discussions and activities throughout the project. 
 
The activities in the binder served as a resource, but the teachers expanded on the suggestions and also 
to a large degree, created their own activities that were more clearly aligned with their students’ needs, 
the relevant content standards, and the teachers’ own prior experiences with inclusive practices and 
social-emotional learning theory. The teachers also chose to extend the lesson focus beyond autism and 
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students with disabilities. Inclusive practices, self-awareness, appreciating differences, and 
relationship-building became the objectives for their work and the lessons they created. 
 
The lessons implemented in this project developed as a result of several relevant features of the pilot 
implementation.  Specifically, the teachers engaged in the following experiences: 

Workshop Steps 
 
1.  Meeting with each other throughout the year and sharing their ideas and insights 
 
Effective teacher development requires an interactive, respectful environment in which teachers have 
opportunities to learn from each other and engage in meaningful professional conversations.  The 
participating teachers attended four meetings during the implementation year.  These structured 
meetings allowed for whole group and small group discussions, as well as school and grade level 
meeting time. 
 
2.  Tapping into the expertise of the UCSD researchers  
 
Part of each meeting involved the UCSD researchers sharing their work and their research with the 
teachers.  This aspect of the study resulted in a continuing cycle of teacher professional growth and 
understanding throughout the implementation.  A key feature of this increased awareness and 
understanding manifested in the teachers’ approach to both the lesson planning and the social network 
analysis work.  The teachers saw the value in expanding their lessons far beyond the documentary and 
autism and broadened the focus to inclusive practices for all students. 
 
3.  Using a collaborative research-practitioner structure 
 
While many research projects perpetuate the divide and disconnect between researchers and classroom 
teachers, this study put the two in the same room, working on the same project at the same time.  
Rather than having researchers tell teachers what to do, the teachers and researchers co-constructed the 
implementation plan and co-interpreted the research findings.  This innovative structure proved 
mutually beneficial. The teachers deepened their understanding of and appreciation for research 
methodology while the researchers gained real-time, relevant data from the classroom teachers.    
 
4.  Receiving relevant classroom data through the Social Network Analysis protocol 
 
The teachers used their SNA data in a variety of ways.  Through the lens of inclusive practices, they 
could see which students in their class were connected to each other.  They could also see “outlier” 
students and begin to address the social and emotional issues underlying students limited social ties.  
The teachers used the SNA data to plan lessons, think about strategic student groupings, and to 
facilitate classroom discussions that support inclusive practices among the students in the classroom. 
 
5.  Participating in a co-planning/co-teaching/co-reflecting protocol 
 
Teachers grow professionally when they have opportunities to plan together.  A large body of national 
and international research (Pratt et al, 2016) points to the benefits of the co-planning, co-teaching, co-
reflecting cycle. When teachers sit with each other and plan lessons together they go beyond merely 
generating activities.  They discuss the intricacies of teaching - questioning, grouping, supporting 
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language - and more. This project gave teachers the chance to plan together, then try the lessons and 
come back to discuss the results.  The richness of this cycle then informed subsequent lesson 
development. 
 
V.  Final Teacher Survey Findings 
In addition to significant findings in classroom social networks, the project revealed significant growth 
in advancing inclusive pedagogy. A summative survey implemented during the final participant 
meeting uncovered a range of impacts.  The survey asked teachers general questions about their 
participation in the study, as well as specific questions about some of the key elements. 
 
Overall, teachers reported a marked increase in confidence about their abilities to include all students.  
The chart below illustrates the growth from the beginning of the project to the final meeting. 
 

Table 7. Teachers reported confidence in their efforts to include children with different abilities. 

 
 
Furthermore, the teacher survey uncovered specific details about the potential impact of various 
features of the teachers’ experiences.  The sections below highlights findings and comments about the 
different elements of the project. 
 
Sample Reflections from Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path 
 
“The documentary helped to build not only my understanding of autism, but also my students' 
understanding.” 
 
Scholastic Publications (Belew, 2016) defines anchor texts as “any book that is read and referred to 
often throughout a school year because it can be used as a model to teach a variety of reading skills and 
strategies.”  The teachers used Bass Clef Bliss as an anchor text to teach not only reading skills, but 
content across the curriculum.  While the documentary lended itself well to social-emotional 
curriculum connections the teachers also found meaningful ways to connect it to Language Arts, Math, 
and English Language Development. 
 
The teachers found the documentary useful on many levels.  By presenting a real-world case study, 
students in grades 4-8 could both learn about autism and empathize with a person with autism.  
Teachers appreciated that the documentary gave clear, specific examples of the characteristics of an 
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individual with autism and some of the challenges he faced.  Teachers rated the film highly for its 
effectiveness in addressing concepts of disability awareness and social-emotional learning. 
 
They also found the film’s multiple perspectives helpful.  Learning about autism from the perspectives 
of Terrence, his mother, his friends, and his teachers gave students insight into the complexity of 
people and relationships.  The Social Network Analysis reinforced this notion that each individual’s 
success is partly predicated upon a network of supportive relationships. 
 
Some of the teachers had their students view the entire documentary, while others pulled out clips they 
felt connected directly to their lesson objectives.  Many of the teachers showed parts of the film 
throughout the year, while all of the teachers referred to the film in subsequent lessons after its initial 
introduction. The teachers noted positive reactions from their students.  
 
“Some of my students have autism, so they were happy to see an example of that in a film, and were 
open to discussing it with the class.” 
 
“I think my students were positively impacted by the documentary because they learned that everyone 
is important and everyone deserves an equal opportunity to learn and to be a part of a learning family.  
I hope that my children learned about empathy and to advocate for others along their journey through 
life.” 
 
Sample Reflections from the Autism Is Lesson Binder 
 
While the documentary functioned as an anchor text, the lesson binder served as a proverbial 
springboard. None of the teachers followed the binder sequence as outlined. Instead, they chose to 
extend their work beyond the binder lessons and focus on larger issues of inclusive practices and 
building relationships among students. Having Terrence and the documentary as a context for the work 
was an important element, but the teachers chose to expand the lesson content to explore broader 
concepts that addressed adolescent socio-emotional health and development.  
 
 Sample Reflections Regarding Co-Creating Lessons 
 
“The co-created lessons designed over the course of this year had a major impact on my students 
because I was mindful of teaching the social emotional curriculum with a purpose.” 
 
Teachers found the lessons they co-created with their colleagues useful on a number of levels.  The 
lessons they created together were implemented by multiple teachers so they could discuss 
modifications and give meaningful suggestions and feedback to each other.   
 
“While talking with teachers, I was able to discuss and read their reflections and then make the 
necessary modifications for my own classroom.  Additionally, it was helpful to plan lessons together 
with teachers and talk through ideas.” 
 
The professional community created through the co-planning, co-teaching, and co-reflecting kept the 
teachers accountable to each other and the overall project.  Additionally, teachers expressed pleasure in 
knowing that their solid, well-planned lessons would be available for use in the future. 
 
Sample Reflections Regarding the Project Structure 
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The participating teachers broadened and deepened their concepts of inclusion and inclusive education 
during the project.  
 
“I used to think of inclusive practices as ways to include the more obvious ‘outcasts,’ but now I see it 
as an important practice with all students.  Every student is excluded in one way or another and needs 
to be explicitly taught how to reach out and support one another.” 
 
The design of the project itself is an important consideration.  Often teachers are handed new 
curriculum and told to use it with very little support or justification.  This project gave teachers a 
common ground experience (the documentary), a solid research base, and a high degree of self-
efficacy.  The project’s structure also introduced an innovative teacher-researcher partnership in which 
everyone’s input added to the collaborative efforts. 
 
The teachers reported that the experiences provided through this study affected their ideas about 
inclusive practices. Table 8 illustrates their survey responses. 

Table 8. Teachers reported beliefs about inclusive practices after study participation. 

 
 
Several teachers noted that the Social Network Analysis protocol was particularly helpful in guiding 
their deepened understanding of inclusive pedagogy.  
 
“I can see now how important inclusive practices are – I have the data to support the idea that 
teaching empathy and inclusion in the classroom can foster students’ relationships and friendships.” 
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In a discussion about how the SNA experience impacted the teachers, the following chart was 
generated:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While it is not possible to pinpoint direct causal relationships between any particular project features 
with any particular effects, the study overall appears to have had positive results.  Teachers reported 
more confidence and competence in both their understandings around inclusive education and their 
ability to facilitate lessons that fostered their students’ self-awareness, perseverance, and acceptance of 
differences. 
 
“I think it helped me to see more of the bigger picture and to focus more on developing everyone’s 
(students with learning differences, other students, teachers) role in inclusive practices in the 
classroom, and really trying to make sure that it is a genuine effort and, hopefully, a lifelong 
practice.” 
 
“Participating in this project helped me wrap my head around what inclusive practices look like in a 
classroom setting.  I was nervous at first because I felt that I didn’t know hot o get these kids thinking 
about these topics.  Once I started, however, I found that students enjoyed talking about their 
differences and their fears/strengths/challenges.  I am now much more willing to start these 
conversations with future classes and get them thinking about each other in a positive and supportive 
way.” 
 
Sample Reflections Regarding Take Aways  
 
Teachers stated their intentions to continue the work that this project started.  

Patrick Scott
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“I was able to see how important it is to teach these skills to my students.  Last year I recall feeling 
that my class bickered and argued a lot near the end of the year.  I knew I wanted to develop more of a 
community this year and this project allowed me to do that.  Many students do not know how to 
effectively show empathy – or even what empathy is or what it means! – until he or she is shown it 
through a video, a book, or an activity.  After participating in this project I can now see that I must 
continue to explicitly teach social emotional skills. 
 
Teachers also noted the their own professional growth. 
 
“I know at the beginning, I personally, as well as probably others, weren't sure exactly what this was 
going to look like, but looking back I believe we all had such a positive impact on each other and our 
students.” 
  
Another significant area is teachers’ interest and understanding of relationships among students in the 
classroom.  Many teachers remarked on their deeper understanding of inclusive practices.  The project 
facilitated this growth in two primary ways.  First, it broadened the definition of inclusion to apply to 
ALL students.  Rather than merely look at special education students as the focus of inclusion, the 
teachers began to see that all students in the class benefitted from an inclusive approach to pedagogy.   
 
“I see inclusiveness as related to all students, not just students with disabilities.  By looking at 
inclusiveness among all students, I know that empathy can be given from any student to another.  
Students do not have to have a disability to feel the negative effects on exclusion.  Because all students 
can feel the negative effects of exclusion, and the positive effects of inclusion, they can all relate and 
extend empathy to their classmates.” 
 
The second growth area arose from the teachers’ reframing their ideas about classroom community.  
While all teachers entered the project with beliefs about the importance of classroom community, the 
project helped them refine their ideas and gave them tangible actions and data that informed their 
practices.  The project work helped teachers move from thinking broadly about a classroom 
community, to thinking specifically about the unique individuals in the classroom and their 
relationships with each other. 
 
The quotes below typify the general tone of the teachers’ survey responses. 
 
“I am highly motivated and encouraged to be an advocate for all students.” 
 
“1. Inclusive is not just special education students but everyone in the class. 2. Social emotional 
learning should be part of the curriculum. 2. Students are dynamic and are capable of learning what 
they are taught.3. Students are dynamic and are capable of learning what they are taught.” 
 
“I felt I was closer with my students this year and got to know more about them.  I think they became 
more vulnerable through this process, and so did I. 

Opportunities For Impact 
 
“I would love to continue this work in the future, especially as we begin with a new group of students. I 
would continue to implement lessons that support inclusive practices, building empathy as well as 
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developing social and emotional needs of all students. I would also begin to work with other teachers 
at my school sight to build the capacity for inclusive practices and advocate for change.”  

–Participating Teacher 
 
The findings presented in this report describe specific conclusions related to student social emotional 
outcomes and the process of engaging teachers in an iterative professional development process. With 
regards to student outcomes, students gained social-emotional skills that supported their social 
networks. Students also learned key lessons to support their mental health, their perceptions about 
students with different abilities, and inclusion. Yet, more work is necessary to formalize both the 
curriculum and the innovative workshop model to support scale-up efforts. 
 
With regards to the teacher workshops, teachers gained a lot of new information about inclusive 
practices, data informed pedagogy, and personalized social information about their students. Teachers 
developed these lessons so that they could be used independently of each other and integrated into their 
math, science, social studies, and language arts curricula. What is more, the process for developing 
these lessons utilized an iterative, collaborative workshop style meant for teachers to develop lessons, 
test them, tweak them, and adapt them to meet the needs of their students. This unique and innovative 
approach to curriculum development and lesson implementation should continue to be developed and 
tested so that scale-up efforts are successful.  
 
Below we have provided four levels of work that our UCSD team is willing to continue with the 
appropriate level of funding. 
 
Level 1. The current lessons, tested and implemented in real classrooms, require expansion, further 
description and alignment to Common Core standards. Teachers that did not create the lessons may not 
be able to implement them with the same effectiveness as the teachers who created them. Thus, the 
first opportunity for impact requires further funding to support the continued development of the 
lessons in an iterative, workshop style as described above. To capitalize upon the unique collaboration 
model tested in this study, we propose working with a group of experienced curriculum designers, 
educators, and researchers. We will meet at least five times over the next academic year. This group 
will finalize and formalize the lessons developed through this study.  
  
Level 2. Given the teacher participants’ interest in further understanding the social networks in their 
classrooms, we propose a second level of funding that would expand the research to practice 
component with a formalized set of surveys and analyses to encourage the use of social network 
analysis in real classrooms.  
 
Level 3. In an effort to test the efficacy of the “workshop” component of the study, we propose a third 
level of funding that would allow researchers and practitioners to conduct a larger study to replicate 
and adapt the iterative, co-development and co-reflection process described in the teacher workshops. 
The results from this study will support the development of a curriculum “package” which includes the 
Documentary, the lessons, and the formalized professional development workshops with an 
accompanying resource book.  
 
Level 4. In a fourth level of funding we propose to scale up and assess the efficacy of the curriculum 
with the development of a Teacher Leader Training.  
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APPENDIX A – Draft Lesson Plans 
 

Organized by Grade 
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Grade 8 Appreciating Each Other 
 

Lesson Title Appreciating Each Other 

Objectives Students will realize that taking the time to understand someone helps 
them to appreciate and accept that person, regardless of their differences. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

Communication 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

- Learning about Autism helped me… 
- One way to understand someone better is to… 
- Something most people don’t know about me is that… 
- If people knew this about me... 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Self-awareness, appreciating differences, understanding autism 

Other Content 
Integration 

SEL 

Key Questions What do you already know about Autism? 
What new information did you learn about Autism? 
What did you gain from becoming more informed about Autism? 
What are ways you can learn to understand and appreciate people that 
seem different from you? How might this change your day-to-day 
behavior? 
What is one thing that we don’t know about you that might make us 
appreciate/understand you more? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Partner conversations 
Chart class responses 
Individual responses on Verso website 

Materials Presentation with discussion questions (or charts paper), Versoapp.com 
for anonymous class responses 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

Introduction (5 min): 
- Teacher says, “Recently the teachers at this school started to 

explore the “7 Habits of Highly Effective People” in order to help 
our students become more effective and successful. One of the 
habits is, “Seek first to understand, then to be understood.” We 
will be exploring the power of this habit today, by taking time to 
understand each other and our differences.” 

Discussion (10 min): 
- Teacher says, “We will start by looking at an individual seen as 

different from her peers; she is diagnosed with Autism. What do 
you already know about Autism?” 

- Students discuss the question in pairs, then the teacher records 
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their responses on the presentation 
- Teacher plays video of Temple Grandin discussion Autism 
- Teacher asks, “What new information did you learn about 

Autism?” 
- Students discuss the question in pairs, then the teacher records 

their responses on the presentation 
- Teacher asks, “What did you gain from becoming more informed 

about Autism?” 
- Students discuss as a table, then teacher records their responses on 

the presentation 
- Teacher asks, “What are ways you can better understand and 

appreciate people that are different from you?” 
- Students discuss as a table, then teacher records their responses on 

the presentation 
Close (5 min): 

- Teacher tells students to go to versolearning.com 
- Students anonymously respond to the questions: What is one thing 

that we don't know about you that might make us appreciate or 
understand you better? If people knew this about you, how might 
it change your daily life? 

- Students may comment to appreciate other students’ responses 
(minimum of 2 comments). 
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Grade 8 Appreciating Each Other Day 2 
 

Lesson Title Appreciating Each Other, Day 2 

Objectives Students will realize that taking the time to understand someone helps 
them to appreciate and accept that person, regardless of their differences. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

ELA – writing, speaking, listening 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

I learned that someone in our homeroom… 
I was surprised to find out that… 
Learning about each other made me realize... 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Appreciating differences, communication 

Other Content 
Integration 

SEL 

Key Questions What did you learn about someone in our homeroom? 
What surprised you about your classmates? 
What did you realize from learning about each other? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Sticky responses on posters around the room 

Materials -Poster paper 
-Markers 
-Stickys 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

Introduction (5 min): 
- Teacher says, “Yesterday, we shared some something personal 

about ourselves and respond to each other. Today, I want you to 
reflect on that experience by answering the questions around the 
room on three different sticky notes.” 

Activity (10 min): 
- Students read the three questions on the posters around the room: 

1. What did you learn about someone in our homeroom? 
2. What surprised you about your classmates? 
3. What did you realize from learning about each other? 

- Students answer the questions thoughtfully on three different 
stickys and post them to the appropriate posters. 

Close (5 min): 
- Students return to their seats and teacher reads out different 

responses posted on the posters 
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Grade 8 Overcoming Fears 
 

Lesson Title Overcoming Fears 

Objectives Recognize that we all have different strengths and fears. Understand the 
importance of helping each other work through our different 
fears/challenges. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

ELA – writing, speaking, listening 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

I feel anxious/nervous when... 
I feel confident when… 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Empathy, self-awareness 

Other Content 
Integration 

n/a 

Key Questions How might you help this person overcome their fear? 
How might their life be different after you help him/her? 
What would the world be like if we were all more supportive of each 
other? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

- Walk around and listen to students sharing ideas 
- Completed Partner Work 
- Final “Exit Slip” sticky 

Materials Poster paper, sticky notes (3 per student), Video: Autism Is,  

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

Materials required:  
- Poster paper 
- Sticky notes (3 per student) 
- Paper/Pen 
- Video: Autism Is 

 
Part 1: Introduction 

- Teacher displays 2 posters on the wall with the following 
headings: 

- FEARS: I feel anxious/nervous when.. 
- STRENGTHS: I feel confident when… 

- Students finish both sentences on two separate sticky notes and 
then anonymously place them on the corresponding posters. 

- Teacher then reads off the list of strengths and asks students to, 
“Stand up if you any of those strengths are actually something you 
fear.” 

- Teacher then reads off the list of fears and asks students to, “Stand 
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up if and of those fears are actually something you consider your 
strength.” 

- Teacher: “We are all different. Different sets of fears and 
strengths.” 

Part 2: Practice Helping Others 
- Teacher says, “Today we will practice helping each other 

overcome some of our fears. I am going to give each pair one fear 
from the poster. I want you to stick this fear on your paper and 
record your answers to the following questions: 1) How might you 
help this person overcome their fear; 2) How might their life be 
different after you help him/her?” 

- Students brainstorm and record their answers on a shared paper. 
Part 3: Video Example 

- Teacher: “Now we will watch a clip of a student who is diagnosed 
with Autism. One of the things he fears is walking up stairs.” 

- Play clip: 13:10 - 14:57 
Part 4: Close 

- Teacher says, “After our work today, I want you to think of 1-2 
words that would describe a world where we all helped each other 
out more often. Write it down on a sticky and hand it to me on the 
way out the door.” 
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Grade 6: Building a Community 
 

Lesson Title Building a Community 

Objectives How do we become aware and appreciate each other’s differences? 
How do we develop and practice empathy? 

Content Standard(s) ELA – listening, speaking 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Supports for Emerging Bilingual students--sentence frames, prompting 
via teacher 

Inclusive Pedagogy 
Connections 

Understanding difference (autism), fear, empathy 

Other Content 
Connections 

SEL 

Key Questions Socratic Seminar style 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Evidence sheets, class discussion, pair work 

Brief Outline of Plan ● The teacher will show a clip from the Bass Clef Bliss video as 
well as other video clips showing “metanarratives” of different 
populations.  

● The teacher will state to students that they will be participating 
in  a socratic seminar today. 

● The teacher will give background information on who 
Terrance is and the purpose of today’s lesson to help build 
empathy with community. 

● Show various clips of Terrance’s story: 
○ Clip 1: 4:05 - 5:00 
○ Clip 2: 5:20 - 7:07 
○ Clip 3: 14:00 - 15:57 
○ Clip 4: 20:15 - 21:30 
○ Clip 5: 23:15 - 27:40 

● Prepare students by briefing them on the socratic seminar. 
○ Students will choose a partner and designate Partner A 

and Partner B 
○ Teacher will hand out observation notes and rubric to 

each student and explain that those who are on the 
outside circle (Partner B) will observe and write down 
evidence from the conversation and from their partner 
and then switch.  

○ Each group will have 15 minutes to discuss the 
questions below.  
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● Teacher has Partner As sit on the inside circle, and then Partner 
Bs sit behind them in the outside circle.  

● The student sitting at the top of the circle is the facilitator.  
● Teacher will review norms with students (ask for student 

input):  
○ Use kind language 
○ Share the air  
○ Focus on the questions 
○ Etc. 

● Guiding Questions for socratic seminar:  
○ Do you know someone (self,  family member, 

classmate or friend, etc.) diagnosed with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder? 

○ When you try to learn something new, how does it make 
you feel? Why do you feel that way? 

○ Has a fear ever kept you from doing something or 
trying something? What was it?  

○ How can you relate your experiences to Terrance’s or 
possibly other people with Autism?  

○ How might you help Terrance (or someone with similar 
challenges)? 

● Switch the inner and outer circles. Repeat.  
● Teacher has students share out what they liked about the 

process or something they learned/are still wondering about. 
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Grade 6 Fill the Bucket 
 

Lesson Title Fill the Bucket  

Objectives Students will be able to give compliments by filling someone’s bucket.   

Content 
Standard(s) 

SL6.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own 
clearly. 
 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

I would like to fill ________’s bucket for _____________. 
I appreciate _______ for ___________.  
Use the templates provided. 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

To build a safe and nurturing classroom where students appreciate one 
another and acknowledges the strenghts and kindness of everyone in 
class.  

Other Content 
Integration 

Social awareness, self-awareness and appreciation 

Key Questions What do you notice in the video? How does Terrance respond to what his 
teachers are saying about him?  

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Whole group discussion, pair/share 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

This is a continuation to the Similiarities and Differences lesson. After 
you talk to the students about similarities, show the segment in Bass Clef 
Bliss where Terrance’s teachers are sharing his strengths with him (18:40 
to 19:50). Have a discussion about what they notice? How does Terrance 
respond to what his teacher’s are saying about him? Notice that Terrance 
is smiling from ear to ear. He enjoys receiving and hearing compliments 
from people around him.  
Ask: Do you enjoy receiving/hearing compliments? 
 

1. Read aloud the book “Have You Filled a Bucket Today?” by 
Carol McCloud.  

2. As you read, stop periodically to discuss what bucket fillers are 
and how they make you feel?  

3. Model for students how to give a compliment; how to fill 
someone’s bucket. Model for students how to fill out the bucket 
form.  

4. Students practice filling someone’s bucket. Pair up students and 
ask each student write a compliment for each other. Fold bucket 
paper, collect, and place in bucket/jar.  
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5. Throughout the week, pull several compliments from the jar and 
read aloud. Have students sit in a community circle as you do this 
and watch your students’ faces ligtht up.  
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Grade 6 Hot Issues, Cool Choices  
 

Lesson Title Hot Issues, Cool Choices 

Objectives -Empathy  
-Building classroom community  
-Self-awareness  

Content 
Standard(s) 

ELA – listening, speaking 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Pair share 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Empathy, understanding differences 

Other Content 
Integration 

N/A 

Key Questions         -What do you think Tara should do? Why?  
        -How do you think Nadia feels?  
        -How do you think Terrance feels?  
        -Have you ever been someone who seemed different in class and   
how did you feel about that?  
        -How do you treat new kids or kids that look/seem different from 
yourself?  

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Whole group discussion, ratings check 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

-Students will sit in a circle for a classroom meeting time.  
-Teacher will ask students for circle norms (be attentive, no talking over 
people, respect others’ ideas, etc.)  
-Teacher will lead check-ins--How are you feeling now? Rate 1-5 (1 
being the worst and 5 the best) and why. Students may pass. (Teacher 
checks in with students who gave lower numbers at a later time.) 
-Teacher will read “Nobody Likes New” aloud to students  
-Teacher will show a clip from Bass Clef Bliss (or refer back to clips 
from first lesson) 
-Teacher will lead students in a discussion with prepared questions:  
        -What do you think Tara should do? Why?  
        -How do you think Nadia feels?  
        -How do you think Terrance feels? (maybe show clip 22:30 of friend 
speaking about Terrance) 
        -Have you ever been someone who seemed different in class and   
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how did you feel about that?  
        -How do you treat new kids or kids that look/seem different from 
yourself?  
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Grade 6 Overcoming Challenges 
 

Lesson Title Overcoming Challenges 

Objectives - Identify personal fears and challenges you’ve faced in your life 
and reflect on how you overcame them OR challenges you haven’t 
yet overcome. 

- Give advice to others on how to work through challenges they 
face. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

ELA Benchmark Unit 2: 6th grade 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

“In the movie Bass Clef Bliss, I noticed _______.” 
“A fear/challenge I have is ______.” 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Creating an environment where everyone feels safe and welcomed. This 
activity provides students with the opportunity to express their own fears 
and to see they are not isolated. As a group, we can understand each 
other's fears and help one another overcome them. Through this activity 
we want to make an open and supportive classroom.  

Other Content 
Integration 

Perseverance in all areas (math, reading, writing) 

Key Questions What fears have you faced? 
 
How did you feel while you were facing it? 
 
What helped you overcome those fears? 
 
How can you help others work through their own challenges? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Complete “L” of KWL chart. Collect and notecards. 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

Intro: Use 14:06 to 15:32 of video. Play video without sound (no context)  
Ask students to share what they noticed from the video (teacher charts on 
the “K” and “W” section of a K-W-L chart.). Next, play the video clip 
with sound. Confirm/add/revise the “K” and “W” section of the chart as a 
class.  
 
Have students write anonymously on a notecard answering the following 
questions: What is a challenge that you’ve faced in your life? How did 
you feel when you faced that challenge? What helped you overcome that 
fear? Then have them crumble it up and throw it in the middle, and finally 
pick up another student’s card. Ask for volunteers to read aloud his/her 
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note card. Discuss. Reflect.  
Closure: Fill in the “L” section of the KWL chart. What did you learn 
about others and how they can overcome challenges?  
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Grade 6 Similarities and Differences 
 

Lesson Title Similarities and Differences 

Objectives Students will be able to discuss similarities and differences among people. 
Students will realize that people have more similarities than differences.  

Content 
Standard(s) 

SL6.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own 
clearly. 
 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

I noticed_____________. I was surprised to know that _____________. 
There are many benefits of appreciating differences. Some of those are 
_________, _________, and ___________.  
One of the benefits of appreciating differences is ___________.  

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Difference must be accounted for as an essential aspect of human 
development in any conceptualization of learning  
 

Other Content 
Integration 

Social awareness 

Key Questions What is autism?  
Differences and similarities are often not visible 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Response to clip, class discussion 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

1.  Say: I hear people say often that we are all different…. 
Pose the question: What are some of the ways that we are different?  

• Different qualities 
• Different skills and challenges 

 
2.  Say: Some differences are visible, some are NOT 
Show a picture of an iceberg 
Imagine an iceberg…About 10% of an iceberg is above water, most 
remains underwater. That means we only see 10% of an iceberg. When 
we meet people, we make quick judgments. We make assumptions based 
on what we see on the surgace. Most of our identities remain unknown 
until others take the time to get to know us. In other words, take time to 
understand different qualities, special skills and challenges of people 
around you.  
 
3.  Watch a segment of “Autism Is” 0:00 – 3:25.  

• What thoughts and feelings arose?  
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• What did you notice?  
• Was anything surprising?  
• What are benefits of acknowledging and appreciating 

differences?  
4.  However, are we really different?  

• We are all people. 
• We are all imperfect. 
• We are all valuable. 

5. We are more alike than different.  
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Grade 6 We’re All Smart in Different Ways 
 

Lesson Title We’re All “Smart” in Different Ways!  

Objectives -Empathy  
-Building classroom community  
-Self-awareness  

Content 
Standard(s) 

ELA, Math 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Pair share 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Valuing difference, strengths-based perspective 

Other Content 
Integration 

Math (data collection, central measures of tendency, graphing)  

Key Questions How do I learn?  
How might that be different from others?          

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Student work, class discussion 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

Materials: 
Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences Quiz  
Multiple Intelligences Definitions & Examples 
Poster with Intelligences Graph  
Sticky Notes  
Intelligences Data Spreadsheet 
Bass Clef Bliss at 25:30 
Fantastic Five 
Surveys 
Intelligences Graphic Organizer 
 
Launch (5 mins): 
● Begin with fantastic five  

○ Students will have five minutes to work on the problems 
independently 

○ Work on their problems as a group for 5 minutes 
○ Discuss as a whole class 

Explore: 
● Pass out friendship surveys to students. Have students quietly 

work on their surveys 
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● After surveys have been collected/finished, introduce to students 
that they will be taking a survey to discover the many types of 
intelligences they possess.  

● Have students tally up their scores, then write their name on a 
sticky note and place it as a “bar” on the intelligence they have the 
greatest score (Chart paper with x & y axis labeled, sticky notes 
create bars). Place on the graph on the wall in the room. (or use 
meta-chart to graph whole class results)  

● Here’s a great 4 min. Video that explains each type of 
intelligence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2EdujrM0vA 

● Show clip of Terrance’s Perfect Pitch 
○ What intelligence does Terrence possess?  

● Collect all students’ data in the spreadsheet.  
● Have each table choose an intelligence and have them use that 

data for the class (print from spreadsheet). 
● Find the mean, median, mode and range of their selected data 

(graphic organizer). 
● Instruct students to now create a dot plot, histogram, or box plot 

out of students’ data.  
 

Discuss: Looking at our graphs, what do we notice? What are we 
wondering about? Did anything about your results surprise you? How can 
this information help you understand yourself? Understand others?  
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Grade 6 Affinity Groups 
 

Lesson Title Affinity Groups  

Objectives -Empathy  
-Building classroom community  
-Self-awareness  

Content 
Standard(s) 

ELA – writing, speaking, listening 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Pair share/grouping based on similarities/sentence frames 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

All students supported through the process of the lesson utilizing models, 
sentence frames, gaining access through discussion 

Other Content 
Integration 

Project standards  

Key Questions        What aspects help to mold our identity? What parts of our identity do 
we show and do we hide? How can we celebrate the commonalities of our 
identity that we share with others? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Students share their affinity group’s boards with the class 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

Engage (20 mins; 9:10 - 9:30):  
● Take attendance for both classes 
● Have students reflect for 3 minutes on the following question: 

What aspects help to mold our identity? Why do these certain 
things contribute to our identity? 

● After 3 minutes of reflection, students will have at their desk a 
graphic organizer with the following questions in the center. Have 
students discuss and write down their thoughts onto the graphic 
organizer at their table groups for 5 mins. 

● After 5 mins, students will watch the following short film on 
identity and masks (5 mins). 

● Have students share for 2 mins what they notice and/or wonder 
from the video 

 
Explore (part 1; 15 mins.; 9:30 - 9:45) 
● Hand to each student a mask and do the following:  

○ Kids draw a mask of their choice or use a pre printed one 
○ Kids write words/characteristics about themselves that 

they LIKE 
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○ Kids write words/characteristics about themselves that 
they don’t show people or that people have misconceptions 
about or that they don’t like  

○ Kids crumple up masks and then throw them across the 
room  

○ Kids pick up a mask, open it up and share at least one 
thing from each side 

(Part 2; 40 mins; 9:45 - 10:25) 
● After students have shared out about characteristics we like to 

share and those we do not. Introduce to students affinity groups. 
○ Be careful to explain to students that affinity groups are 

things that we identify with and we want to celebrate or 
allow another perspective on this part of our identity.  

○ This is not something to divide us but for us to become 
more aware of as we celebrate who we are. 

○ Mr. Curtis will share his created model of his affinity 
group.  

● Introduce groups. 
○ Ability/Disability: Athletic; ADHD; Autistic; Learning 

modalities (visual, kinesthetic, auditory, musical, etc.) 
○ Country/State of Origin: If born outside the United States 

or outside of California 
○ Sexual Orientation: Gay, straight, bisexual, questioning, 

transgender 
○ Social Class 
● Race/cultural group: African - American; Asian; 

Hispanic/Latino; Caucasian (European, Irish, 
Scandinavian, etc.); Biracial; Multiracial; Native American 

● Language: Bilingual; multilingual 
● Religion affiliations: Christian; Jewish;  Muslim; Catholic; 

etc.  
● Family (Single? Nuclear?): Single parent household; 

divorced parents; only child; multiple siblings 
 Open up for the floor for students to create additional groups that are not 
represented in our list.  
● Once students have selected their affinity group, they will then 

create a cardboard mural that represents their group.  
● Students will receive a piece of broken down cardboard and use 

markers/sharpies to draw their visuals. They should be given 
about 20 minutes to create their visuals and be ready to 
present/discuss. With duct tape combine all the cardboards 
together to create a mural.  
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● *Let’s try not to have groups of more than 4. I’m ok with having 
multiple groups within the same affinity group.  

 
Take a 5 minute break (10:25 - 10:30) 
 
Affinity group Share-Out and creation of mural (25 mins; 10:30 - 
10:55) 
● Have affinity groups share their created cardboard artwork. 

After each one has shared, attach the pieces together to form 
our mural.  

● Keep this somewhere in the classroom as a reminder of the 
different parts of us that shows the beauty in who we all are.  

● Hand out to students project description that should be shared with 
families.  

● Clean up and be ready to head out to break.  
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Grade 5 Overcoming Fear 
 

Lesson Title Ahhh!!! I am scared! 

Objectives 1. Students will be able to - through writing down their fears (past 
and present) ask and answer questions how they have overcome 
their past fears and what can they do to overcome their present 
fears 

2. Students will learn strategies to overcome their fears 

Content 
Standard(s) 

Social emotional curriculum - build community and trust 
Speaking and listening 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

‘I was fearful of ______’ 
‘I overcame my fear by ______’ 
‘I am fearful of _______’ 
 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

1. Equal Access 
a. Speaking with each other  
b. Writing before share  
c. Partner share with sentence frames 

2. Social Inclusion 
a. Sense of belonging encouragement to participate without 

feeling obligated 
 

3. Assessment 
a. Multiple levels of assessment Formative Assessment 

i. Group conversation 
ii. Pair think/write/share 

 
 

Other Content 
Integration 

ELA: Verb tense, sentence structure 

Key Questions What is fear? 
Why are you fearful? 
Is it bad to be fearful? 
Is it a good thing to be fearful? 
 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Student able to form a complete sentence and be able to speak  
Group Conversation 
Pair think/write/share 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 

This lesson can be implemented at any time in the year. 
This lesson can span 2-3 days during morning meeting 
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inclusive 
practices) 

1. Pass out index cards to students and ask them to write down a fear 
they had that they have overcome 

a. Begin with discussion so every student is able to 
participate equally 

b. Provide sentence frame 
2. After 5 minutes ask students to flip the card and write down a fear 

they have at the moment and how that fear is affecting the student 
a. Discuss and provide sentence frames 

3. Once the student is done they put their index card in a box. Mix 
them up and pull out an index card and read aloud a past fear 

4. Read several and if the student is willing to share allow 
5. Next pull for current fears 
6. This part should be over 2 days as you would want to read all 

index with current fears so students can get strategies and how 
they can overcome their fear 

7. Make a list of strategies 
8. This list can be used to refer back to all year 
9. Highlight 3-5 strategies that were prominent so students have 

strategies ‘how’ to overcome a fear they have 
10. Extra: 

a. Paste current fears index cards on a poster and as soon as 
the student overcomes it they can cross it out 
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Grade 5 Multiple Intelligences 
 

Lesson Title Multiple Intelligences  

Objectives 1. Students will be able to explore multiple intelligences.  
2. Students will be able to discover their own top (and bottom) 

intelligence.  
3. Students will be able to discuss with classmates with similar 

intelligences what strategies and activities they enjoy. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

Speaking and Listening  

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

My strength(s) is/are ______. 
I would like to work on ______. 
 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

strengths-based approach, value of teamwork, appreciating neurodiversity 

Other Content 
Integration 

ELA – reading, speaking, listening 
Math – measurement and data 

Key Questions What are multiple intelligences? What are your strengths and 
weaknesses? Do others in the class have similar strengths and 
weaknesses?  

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Small group discussions 
Whole class discussions 
Asking questions 
Looking at graph 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

https://www.edutopia.org/multiple-intelligences-assessment 
 

1. Students will take the self-assessment through the link above.  
a. I will read through each question & take the assessment 

along with the students, so that each question is clear.  
2. After reviewing their results, students will help graph a class chart 

of our top & bottom intelligences. 
3. Students will take some time to meet with classmates with the 

same top intelligence as their own. They will discuss what 
activities they enjoy & ways they believe their intelligence 
appears in their day-to-day activities.  

4. As a class we will discuss some activities they had in common, 
and I will provide some common strategies or activities students 
with each intelligence could use to learn best.  
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Grade 5 Paper Folding 
 

Lesson Title Paper Folding 

Objectives 1. Students will be able to productively struggle through a group 
activity to create a paper fold.  

2. Students will be able to understand that success takes hard work.  

Content 
Standard(s) 

Social-Emotional Development - Growth Mindset  

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Take notes of what students are saying during the activity (“This is hard!” 
“I can’t do this.”) Discuss alternatives to these phrases. 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Perseverance, growth mindset 

Other Content 
Integration 

Geometry 

Key Questions What do you think the challenge is? (Terrence’s challenge with the stairs) 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Observations during activity, students’ growth or fixed mindset phrases 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

https://blog.classcreator.io/teaching-kids-to-struggle-growthmindset/ 
 
http://www.teachinginroom6.com/2016/08/beginning-with-growth-
mindset.html?utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TeachingInRoom6+%28Teachi
ng+in+Room+6%29&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=bloglovin.com 
 
 

1. Have a class meeting to discuss challenges students may have. 
2. Show stair clip from video and discuss Terrence’s challenge. 
3. Have students work on activity in groups.  Teacher observes and 

listens to student discussion, watching students struggle and 
pausing conversations to note certain assumptions students may 
have (This is hard, I can’t do this, etc) 

4. Bring students back together for another class meeting and share 
experiences during activity.  Talk about fixed mindset statements 
and discuss ways to turn these into growth mindset statements. 

5. Close with connections between Terrence’s success on stairs and 
students’ success in paper folding activity. 
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Grade 4 Everyone’s a Helper 
 

Lesson Title Everyone’s a Helper 

Objectives I will understand concepts of strengths, struggles, and what it means to 
help. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

● Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 
topics and texts, building on others' ideas and expressing their own 
clearl 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

“I would feel ___________ because ______________.” 
“I think _______ feels ________ because ___________.” 
Chart with feelings that students can use when describing how the 
characters in the short stories might feel 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Discussion of strengths and struggles, and ways students can use their 
strengths to help others and rely on others 

Other Content 
Integration 

Writing, speaking and listening 

Key Questions How can you use your strengths to help other people with their struggles? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

● Paragraphs about students’ own strengths and struggles 
● Sticky note of student strengths 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

1) Have a class discussion about the strengths of Ronaldo and 
Pikachu.  Point out specific examples that students give, such as 
“He is a fast runner and is good at getting the ball down the field” 
instead of “He is good at soccer.” 

2) Discuss students’ own strengths and struggles.  Write down 
specific examples that students give on chart paper, again, 
pointing out the specificness of the examples, rather than broad 
examples. 

3) Students will write a paragraph about their own strengths and their 
own struggles.  This will be done independently. 

4) At the end, each student will receive a sticky note.  On that sticky 
note, they will write a one-sentence summary of their own 
personal strength.  These sticky notes will be put on chart paper in 
the classroom.  Then, when students are struggling with 
something, they can pick a sticky note that pertains to their 
struggle and ask that student for help. 
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Grade 4 Put Yourself in My Shoes 
 

Lesson Title Put Yourself  in My Shoes 

Objectives 1. Students will be able to place themselves in someone else’s shoe 
and empathize with their point of view 

Content 
Standard(s) 

Social-Emotional Development  

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Provide sentence frames such as:  
1. I feel ____________ when my friend says/does ____________ 
2. I understand my friends point of view because I know better. 

 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

1. Abstract adjectives 
2. Figurative language 

Other Content 
Integration 

ELA 

Key Questions What does stepping in my shoe mean? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

During discussion watch for student language, how they describe their 
fear or strength as well look for their body language 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

This is a 2 day lesson 
 

1. Open the lesson with the word “Empathy” on the screen 
2. Ask what they think it means and list 
3. Image of idiom - Put yourself in someone’s shoe - ask what that 

means 
4. Make connection to figurative language we have been learning 
5. Ask and list what are some ways you can say to show your 

feelings 
6. Students’ read scenario one independently, and then teacher reads  
7. Teacher asks, “How would you feel……” students’ write their 

response 
8. Allow time for discussion if necessary 
9. When done bring students on carpet and discuss each scenario and 

talk about points of view, feelings, and what that means 
 
Day 2 

1. Ask students to write about a time or moment when they 
judged/assumed someone wrongly and how would they respond 
now after learning about empathy 

2. What did they do 
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3. Open discussions for class to give suggestions 
4. Close by reiterating “What it means to be in someone’s shoe”  
5. Show definition of Empathy 
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Grade 4 Teaching Kids to Struggle 
 

Lesson Title Teaching Kids to Struggle 

Objectives 1. Students will be able to productively struggle through a group 
activity to create a paper fold.  

2. Students will learn that failure leads to success  
3. Students will be able to understand that having a ‘can do’ attitude 

makes learning fun 

Content 
Standard(s) 

Social-Emotional Development - Growth Mindset  

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Take notes of what students are saying during the activity (“This is hard!” 
“I can’t do this.”) Discuss alternatives to these phrases. 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Growth mindset 

Other Content 
Integration 

Make connections to geometry vocabulary 

Key Questions Was the task difficult? Impossible? Why? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Observation during the activity: looking for language that sees ‘glass half 
full or empty’, giving up without trying, giving up after trying, blaming, 
thinking it is a trick 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

https://blog.classcreator.io/teaching-kids-to-struggle-growthmindset/ 
 
http://www.teachinginroom6.com/2016/08/beginning-with-growth-
mindset.html?utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TeachingInRoom6+%28Teachi
ng+in+Room+6%29&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=bloglovin.com 
 
 

1. Introduce the task. (5 min) 
a. Hook: This was  a family challenge during Thanksgiving 

dinner from my 5th grader nephew 
2. Share rules and expectations 
3. Have students work on activity in groups, but if someone figures it 

out, then not to share it. Teacher observes and listens to student 
discussion, watching students struggle and pausing conversations 
to note certain assumptions students may have (This is hard, I 
can’t do this, etc) (10 min) 

4. After 10 minutes or so of struggle, bring students back together on 
the carpet and share experiences during activity.   

5. Talk about the language used during the lesson. Who was 
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successful? Who was not successful? Why? (15 min) 
6. Close lesson by showing video clip from 14:05 - 15:25 
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Grade 4 Understanding Empathy Lesson Plan 
 

Lesson Title Understanding Empathy 

Objectives Students will understand what empathy is and students will find ways to 
be more understanding towards others. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

● Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 
topics and texts, building on others' ideas and expressing their own 
clearly. 

● Use dialogue and description to develop experiences and events or 
show the responses of characters to situations. 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

“I would feel ___________ because ______________.” 
“I think _______ feels ________ because ___________.” 
Chart with feelings that students can use when describing how the 
characters in the short stories might feel 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

Discussion of empathy and understanding how others feel in different 
situations. 

Other Content 
Integration 

Writing, speaking and listening 

Key Questions What are some words we can use to describe our feelings?  How would 
you feel? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Rewriting scenarios to provide meaningful examples of empathy 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

1) Have a class discussion about what it means to put yourself in 
someone’s shoes.  Hear examples from students of when they may 
have done this in the past. 

2) As a class, discuss some words that can be used to describe their 
feelings.  Encourage students to come up with positive and negative 
feelings. 

3) Go through four different scenarios where empathy was not shown.  
Discuss how the characters in these situations would feel, and refer 
students to the chart as needed. 

4) With a partner, students will choose one scenario to rewrite, and 
include examples of empathy in their rewrite.  Students will be 
intentionally paired up based on behaviors, academic ability, and their 
general initial understanding of empathy. 

 

Grade 4 What is Kindness 
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Lesson Title What is Kindness 

Objectives 1. Students will be able to learn different ways to show kindness 

Content 
Standard(s) 

Social-Emotional Development  

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

Provide sentence frames such as:  
1. Kindness means _________________. 
2. I can show kindness when I ____________. 
3. There are many ways I show kindness, one way is 

_____________ 
 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

This lesson was useful in understanding that kindness not an abstract idea 
but an action that shows what that idea is. 
This lesson also teaches different ways to show kindness 

Other Content 
Integration 

1. Leadership quality 
2. Community service 
3. Connection with WONDER that we are reading in class 

Key Questions What are some ways you can show kindness? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

During the reading and discussion, write down key words students use to 
share their ideas. Encourage all students to share 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 

This is a 1 day lesson 
 

1. Ask what kindness means to them and list 
2. Tell them now you will read the book and stop for discussion 
3. Use every opportunity to stop and make connection to self or the 

book Wonder 
4. Close with students writing about  

a. how they have shown kindness, by being very specific to a 
moment 

b. What they will now do to show kindness that they have not 
done before 
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Grade 4 What’s Your Impossible Task 
 

Lesson Title What’s Your Impossible Task 

Objectives Students will be able to identify their own challenge that seems 
impossible, and come up with an action plan to conquer their impossible 
task. 

Content 
Standard(s) 

● Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 
topics and texts, building on others' ideas and expressing their own 
clearl 

Language 
Support/Sentence 
Frames 

“_________ feels impossible because _________________.” 

Inclusive 
Pedagogy 
Connections 

We all have things that are challenging for us, but with hard work and 
dedication, we can all accomplish any task. 

Other Content 
Integration 

Writing, drawing, speaking and listening 

Key Questions What is your impossible task?  What can you do to accomplish that task? 

Formative 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Final drawing with three scenes. 
● Scene One: Student trying to accomplish the impossible task, but 

not being able to. 
● Scene Two: Student working on an activity that will help them 

make progress towards accomplishing the impossible task. 
● Scene Three: Student finally mastering the impossible task. 

Brief Outline of 
Plan 
(include specific 
inclusive 
practices) 

1) To begin, I will show students this video.  I will show them this 
video twice.  Once without any prior discussion, and then a second 
time after briefly summarizing who Lauren Woolstencroft is and 
what happened to her, based on what was seen in the video. 

2) After watching the video, we will discuss what Lauren did, why 
the task seemed impossible for her, and what she did to make it 
happen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 	


